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ONLINE VIDEO EXCERPTS

Fellow Travelers trailer from Cincinnati Opera's 2016 world premiere
“Our Very Own Home” (Hawkins Fuller)
“But It Wasn’t Last Night” (Timothy Laughlin)
“To Young and To Old” (company)
“Quite a View” (Hawkins Fuller, Timothy Laughlin)
“I Worry” (Mary Johnson, Hawkins Fuller, Timothy Laughlin)

RECOMMENDED RECORDING & BOOK

Book: ‘Fellow Travelers’ by Thomas Mallon
CD: Blake, Lattanzi, Guthrie; Gibson, Cincinnati Opera [world premiere cast]

ABOUT THE LAVENDER SCARE

Video: Based on the award-winning book by historian David K. Johnson, “The Lavender Scare” is a documentary that illuminates a little-known chapter of American history, and serves as a reminder of the value of vigilance and social action when civil liberties are under attack.

Article: NPR’s Deceptive Cadence: A New Opera Illuminates The ‘Lavender Scare,’ A Little-Explored Era In Gay History